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This cross section shows lithic variation and coal-bed correlations for the interval between the Upper Elkhorn No. 1 and the Upper 
Elkhorn  No. 3 ½  coals from southern Martin County to central Pike County. It is  one  of a  series  being  made  to  document  the
characteristics of the  Upper Elkhorn coal zone  in eastern Kentucky.  The data are derived  from the KGS coal borehole database,
which contains records of exploration core holes supplied by coal companies.  Lines on the diagram show general bed correlations
and indicate  places where  mineable coal beds  split into two or more  thinner benches.  The vertical alignment of logs is best fit to
minimize structural and interval thickness variation along the line of section.
Coal-bed correlations shown on this cross section were determined by making comparisons to surrounding data in the region, and
are based on the best-available data at KGS.  Correlations in the KGS borehole database undergo frequent revision,  and may not
reflect the interpretations on this illustration.  Coal-bed names are  those used by  KGS  for regional correlation and may differ from
local names.
This chart can be accessed from the KGS online list of publications at kgsweb.uky.edu/main.asp. The KGS borehole database can
be searched at kgsweb.uky.edu/DataSearching/coalsearch.asp.
DISCLAIMER:    Although   this   chart   was   compiled   from 
information in  databases at the  Kentucky Geological  Survey 
(KGS),  no warranty,  expressed or implied,  is made by  KGS
regarding the utility of the data on any other system, nor shall
the act of distribution constitute any such warranty. KGS does
not  guarantee   this  chart  or  data   to  be  free  of  errors  or 
inaccuracies.  KGS  disclaims any  responsibility or liability for 
interpretations  from  this  chart  or  data,  or decisions  based 
thereon.
The views  and  conclusions  contained  in this  document are
those of the author and therefore should not be interpreted as
necessarily  representing  the  official policies  of KGS,  either
expressed or implied.
For  information on  obtaining copies  of  this  chart  and other 
Kentucky  Geological  Survey   maps  and  publications,   call:
KGS Public Information Center
(859) 257-3896  or
(877) 778-7827  (toll free)
View  the  KGS World  Wide Web  site  at  www.uky.edu/kgs
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